Friday ’s Forecast

Spotted hyena societies
are matriarchal (females
rule!). Even baby girl cubs
rule over the boys.

Shower/T-storm in a.m.
High—81°F
Low—62°F
Precipitation (40%)
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Kendall Yoder: Real-life guy, or Phantom Camper?
Bach Hall Leader Kendall Yoder
made an intriguing (disturbing?)
claim this week.
An eyewitness, who wishes to remain anonymous, told the Record
what Kendall said: “I’ve been coming to Choral Camp for twelve years,
and I’ve never been in the Record!”
A quick search of the Record archives confirmed that Kendall’s
name and picture do not appear
anywhere in the Choral Camp paper.
Which brings up a troubling question: If Kendall never showed up in
the Record, does he even exist?
Is he, in fact (cue up the suspenseful music–perhaps Wagner’s “The
Ride of the Valkyries”?), one of the
legendary Choral Camp Phantoms?
Camper Jesse Schrader came up
with the idea that Choral Camp
needed a phantom, and now we
might have one! Thanks, Jesse.
Dictionary.com defines phantom
as “an appearance or illusion without material substance, as a dream
image, mirage, or optical illusion.”
In other words, Kendall might be
imaginary. This is a complex problem, so the Record consulted the
best minds of our generation with
the question:
If Kendall never appeared in the
Record, does he even exist?

Hans Shenk, director of RBC enrollment services and all-around,
sparky-brained smart person: “Well,
my subjective experience is that
I think Kendall exists, but I don’t
know that I’ve ever seen Kendall and
his brother Jeff together, so it’s possible to me that Kendall is just Jeff,
stooping down.”
Bethany Geib, RBC administratvie
assistant, also known as She Who
Knows Everything and Solver of
All Problems: “As the keeper of the
Choral Camp database, I can verify that Kendall
Yoder has been
registered as both
a camper and
a volunteer for
many years.”
So Choral campers, you can rest
easy. Kendall, the
easygoing Hall
Above: Kendall Yoder, alleged real person and possible phantom; below, camper Jesse
Schrader (on the left) and Andrew Carrington. Jesse thought camp should have a phantom.
Leader, really is
Kendall, a reallife guy, and not a
strangely cheerful
phantom hanging out at Choral
Camp.
Bethany says so,
and that’s good
enough for us.

Here’s what they had to say:
Reuben Sairs, RBC faculty and director of the library (reads a lot of
books, so he should know): “If I
think that Kendall thinks that he’s
thinking, then I think he is. It’s all
Cartesian.”
Ken Miller, RBC faculty and music
director: “I would think that anyone
whose first name starts with the letters K-E-N has to exist, at least in the
physical world, if not in the ideal.”
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Thursday Room Awards
Nurses rate each hall on a scale
of 1 (awful!) to 10 (awesome!),
based on overall appearance.
Strauss gets the best hall
award. We hope it’s some
consolation in light of
the loss of their ENTIRE
SOLAR SYSTEM.

Best room awards:

Sad, sad day for Strauss

Beethoven’s Fifth: Room 5
Chris Yoder, Keegan Bear,
Caleb Diener, Gideon Kuhl
Best of Bach: Room 2
Luke Gaertner, John Gaertner,
Andrew Weaver Swartz, Micah Schrader,
Evan Yoder
Handel’s Messiah: Room 6
Cassidy Roggie, Natalie Moshier,
Kamden Skinner, Katherine Penner
Mozart’s Eine Kleine Nachtmusik: Room 8
Kristen Schlabach, Rachel Bowser,
Bethany Carrington, Tori Hernandez,
Danielle Brobst
Strauss’s Blue Danube Waltz: Room 9
Katelynn Ebersole, Kristen Bender,
Courtney Graber

When will it end? Now all the planets
have gone missing from the Strauss Solar
System. People! Have a heart; look at what
this loss is doing to the campers of Strauss
Hall. Sarah Hostetler and Anna Gaertner,
pictured above, miss the planets so much,
they’ve taken to staring longingly at the
lights in the chapel lobby. “It makes us feel
closer to our missing friends (you know,
Jupiter and Earth, the moon, all those
guys).” Sarah was particularly upset that a
camper was working on making a cow to
jump over the moon. “And now,” she says,
“no moon. Poof! It’s all gone.”

Waiting for Super Games in the gym

Friday's Menu

7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:45
1:15
2:00

Wake Up
Breakfast
Session XVIII
YOR–Choose-a-Spot
GBB–Class, Library
Chapel
Rehearsal
Lunch
Rehearsal
Dorm Time
Recitation/Reception

Lunch: Barbecued chicken sandwich, cooked carrots, pineapple.
3 pm reception: Pucnh & cookies: snickerdoodles, chocolate
chip, sugar cookies.

Q. What musical instrument
from Spain helps you fish?

A. A castanet.

Recitation!

Breakfast: Sticky rolls, hardboiled eggs, mixed fruit, cereal,
milk, juice.

